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inspiration
1
treatment
Hi [Name],
As of now, you have a(n) [Grade] in the class. This assignment is
worth [Points] points. If you get more than [X] on this assignment,
your class grade will increase to a(n) [Higher Grade]. If you get less
than [Y] on this assignment, your grade will drop at least one grade.
Not doing the assignment will result in a(n) [Lower Grade].
2
randomized trial
experiment setup
sij = β0 + βNNudgeij + µi + γj + εij
∙ µi: Individual Fixed Effects
∙ γj: Assignment Fixed Effects
∙ sij: Assignment Score [0-1]
∙ Nudgeij: Treatment (0 or 1)
4
regression results
Sports
Fall 2014
Sports
Fall 2015
All
Sports
Micro
Fall 2016 All
βN 0.044 0.052 0.047 0.034 0.038
Cluster-Bootstrap P-Value 0.072 0.295 0.045 0.048 0.005
Observations 204 110 314 462 776
Students 34 22 56 66 122
Assignments 6 5 11 7 18
5
first nudge
Sports Classes All Classes
βNF 0.107 0.106
Cluster-Bootstrap P-Value 0.057 0.043
βN 0.031 0.033
Cluster-Bootstrap P-Value 0.214 0.021
Observations 314 776
Students 56 122
Assignments 11 18
sij = β0 + βNFNudge Firstij
+ βNNudgeij + µi
+ γj + εij
6
student perceptions
survey results (n=54)
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8
Indi erent
Work Harder 70%
30%
Figure: Did the nudge make you
study harder?
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Want in other classes
Indi!erent
No
76%
22%
2%
Figure: Do want the nudge in your
other classes?
8
nudge software
what you need...
1. Google Drive Account
2. Your Gradebook
3. Your Gradescale
4. Nudge
10
the gradebook
11
the gradescale
12
the interface
13
the e-mail
14
live demo
1. Sending a grade nudge over email
2. Sending a grade nudge with a ‘replace’ column
3. Sending a file with a grade nudge
4. Sending a grade nudge using an outside tool
15
questions
https://bensresearch.com/nudge
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